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ENGLISH  
 Suryodhan is regularly expanding his vocabulary. He is 

able to think in English as well as speak more confidently.  

Suryodhan has the habit of shifting into Hindi when he is 

in the mood to slack. His stories are entertaining and his 

sentence construction is usually good. His spellings can be 

much better, though he has reduced his silly errors.  

He played a confident role in the drama, though he did 

have trouble with a particular line, he performed well 

overall. He has good pronunciation and responds well to corrections. He also participates in 

class often. 

 

MATHEMATICS 

Suryodhay is an intelligent student but 

he doesn’t put much effort. He spends 

very less time at work, remaining time 

he spends by talking, playing and day 

dreaming.  

 

Suryodhan is quick in solving problems 

of concepts he knows mentally. He is doing Book-V. He needs to work on multiplication and 

division of fraction, conversion of units in decimal form, money, area and volume. 
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Hindi 

Suryodhan is fond of reading. He makes sounds and gives expressions while reading. If 

there is any word he does not understand, he asks immediately. He wants to know and 

understand.  

He has good writing skills. He is able to express himself 

well. His spellings are good.  

He understands grammar concepts quickly. 

 

SANSKRIT 

Suryodhan reads Sanskrit nicely. Whenever he gets stuck 
he asks, though he makes sentences properly. He really focuses on his studies.  
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ODIA 

Suryodhan is a good learner. He can read and displays good diction. His understanding skill 
is better now and he has made good progress. He is encouraged to improve his 
handwriting. 

 

Science and Technology 

Suryodhan is an obedient student. He respects elders and 

teachers. His concentration power is good. He does his 

experiments and activities perfectly. He did many 

experiments during the lab session on light topic. He made 

a model of Telescope using the lenses and a scrap tube. 

  

PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES 

A quick learner and one of the most intelligent boys in the school. However he refrains 

from putting the effort and work required to excel. 
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SPORTS 

Suryodhan participates in all sports without a fuss. He plays for fun and has his own 

methods in football and volleyball. He is relatively getting better at volleyball and is trying 

to pick up new things. 

 

 


